The Americas Topic Homework (Class Text - Holes)
A – Geography

Year 5 (Sp1)

B – DT/ICT

C – Art

D - Literacy

On a map of the world label:
2
-the
continents
points

Use

Rio in Brazil is famous for its
amazing carnival. Research Rio
carnival costumes and design
your own.

5
points

Use PowerPoint or a word processing
document to create a tourist guide for
a chosen holiday destination in the
Americas. Include information on where
it is, how to get there, attractions that
can be visited and the local culture.

Research Brazilian carnival
masks. Design and make one of
your own.

Write a character
description of Stanley.
Remember to use exciting
adjectives, adverbs and
AMPS.
Write an explanation text
about the stages of rivers.
Have a look at the knowledge
organiser to help if you need
to.

-the tropics and equator (you will need to
draw these on and label)
-the oceans.
Write a definition of human and physical
geographical features.
Choose a South American country and
find out about 5 human geographical
features and 5 physical geographical
features from that country.

On a map of the Americas, label all
7
points countries and their capital cities for

Research Mayan temples in South
America. Make a 3D model of a Mayan
temple. You could use junk modelling
resources, Lego, cardboard etc.

Peruvian fabrics (also called
Write a diary entry as a child
Aguayo fabric) are handloomed living in a South American
countries in both North America and
fabrics that natives use to
country. In your diary, try to
South American countries.
wrap and carry babies on their portray what daily life is like
backs. Research this fabric
for a child in their country.
type and design your own
version.
Choose
a
South
American
country.
Find
a
recipe
for
traditional
foods
from
Choose an American landmark.
Write a story of your own
10
an American country (north or south –
Create your own model or
set in an American country
points Compare and contrast it with the USA.
Compare the population, culture, climate, you can choose). Make the recipe, try it artwork of the landmark using
(north or south, you choose).
physical and human geographical features and write a review of the finished dish.
whatever resources you wish.
Remember to use a begging,
and any other interesting information you
(e.g. you could make the Grand problem, solution and end as
find out about. You can present this
Canyon or the Empire State
well as AMPS to describe and
however you choose (a leaflet, poster,
Building as a model or you
dialogue to help tell the
PowerPoint etc).
could use pastels to create a
story.
Brazilian Rainforest image).
You may choose which activities you complete from the grid. You must complete an activity from each area (A-D) and you must complete at least 35 points –
obviously I’d love it if you did more! Please upload your work onto Google Classrooms when completed or bring it into school for display. I’m looking forward
to seeing your fabulous work.
Have fun!
Mrs Gray

South America:

